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DEALING WITH GEOMETRIC ENTITIES ALGORITHMICALLY: TOPOLOGICAL QUERIES AND CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS

Geometric entities such as the set C of the real zeros of a bivariate equation f(x; y) = O or configurations like two moving ellipsoids can be treated 
algorithmically in a very efficient way by using an appropriate mixture of symbolic and numerical techniques. This talk is devoted to show how this 
approach allows to derive new computational methods in these settings together with some of their applications. 

First, we will show how to determine the "topology/shape" of C if its defining equation f(x; y) is a bivariate polynomial ([1]). A concrete application in 
Algebraic Geodesy of this technique will be presented: for a long period it was not known where Vermeilles method for inverting the transformation from 
geodetic to Cartesian coordinates failed. In 2009 we computed exactly the region where Vermeilles method can not be applied by analysing carefully the 
topology of the arrangement of several real algebraic plane curves defined implicitly ([2]). 

Then we will solve a basic and fundamental problem in Computer Aided Geometric Design and Computer Graphics: the collision detection for two moving 
ellipsoids. For two static ellipsoids, by analysing the characteristic equation of the pencil they dene, a closed form solution for their interference is derived 
involving only several sign conditions on six polynomials on the coefficients of the equations defining the two considered ellipsoids (avoiding time 
discretization and the computation of their intersection points). Thus, solving the collision detection problem for two moving ellipsoids is reduced to 
compute the real roots of six univariate polynomials ([3]). 
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